Agnew Hits Papers, Claims Bias

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Vice President Spiro T. Agnew was quoted here Thursday in an editorial page article as saying that the nation's papers were carping about the lack of an editorial. It was a follow-up on the president's earlier remark that the nation's papers had been carping about the lack of an editorial.

The president's statement was not the first time he had attacked the nation's papers. He had previously accused them of being unfair to his administration and of being biased against him.

"I'm not saying they're all bad," Agnew said. "I'm just saying that they've been carping about the lack of an editorial."
The prej udice of sports commentators

By ART RICHARDS

WASHINGTON — How easy would it be to discuss with your millions of readers the gravity of the latest political development if you did not have to follow the proceedings of Congress? You are so preoccupied with the political ramifications of the latest scandal that you forget that it is the sports world that may hold the answer you are looking for. For the statistics may be more valuable than the rhetoric of the political leaders.

The sports world has a wealth of information that is often overlooked by the political leaders. For example, the latest scandal may be a sign of the declining morale of the sports world. It may be a sign of the decline of the youth culture that is so critical to the functioning of the society. For the youth culture is the foundation of the society, and it is the youth culture that is in decline.

The sports world may also be able to provide insights into the political process. For example, the latest scandal may be a sign of the declining trust in the political system. It may be a sign of the decline of the political parties. It may also be a sign of the decline of the political leaders.

In short, the sports world has a wealth of information that is often overlooked by the political leaders. For the sports world is a microcosm of the society, and it is the society that is in decline.

Student health

By JOHN D. BISHOP

STUDENT Health is a major concern in our society today. Many students are under a great deal of pressure, both academic and social. The stress of dealing with these pressures can lead to a variety of problems, including mental health issues, substance abuse, and physical health problems.

One of the most common problems that students face is stress. Stress can be caused by a variety of factors, including academic pressure, financial concerns, family issues, and personal relationships. The stress can lead to a variety of problems, including depression, anxiety, and sleep disorders.

Another problem that students face is substance abuse. Substance abuse can be caused by a variety of factors, including peer pressure, personal stress, and peer influence. The substance abuse can lead to a variety of problems, including addiction, health problems, and legal problems.

In conclusion, student health is a major concern in our society today. Many students are under a great deal of pressure, both academic and social. The stress of dealing with these pressures can lead to a variety of problems, including mental health issues, substance abuse, and physical health problems. It is important that we address these problems and provide support to our students.
Spark up the winter holidays with these gay, groovy get-ups!

Be prepared for those coming holiday activities...inside and out! You'll be in the spirit of fashion with these:

A. Imported Belgium suede cloth coat, brown, 7 to 13, 35.00; B. Band-aid acrylic coat dress by Smart San, beige or blue, 7 to 15, 18.00; C. Collegetown wool ribbed knit vest sweater, sizes 34 to 40, 13.00; matching pant, sizes small to large 18.00, in old grape or grass green. Van Heusen white crops over-blouses, 5 to 13, 15.00.

D. Collegetown houndstooth acrylic fly skirt, 5 to 13, 14.00, wool ribbed knit.

Young cardigan sweater, sizes 34 to 45, 12.00, in old grape or deep cardamom.

mall shopping center
Frost Gridders Travel to ISU
With Hopes of Closing at 1-1

BY TIM SIMMONS
Iowa's boldest backfield faces its toughest test of the season tonight when it takes the field at 7:30 with Wisconsin at the Memorial Stadium. The Hawkeyes' 1-1 record thus far in the Big Ten makes the trip to Madison very important for Coach Hayden Fry's boys. Wisconsin enters the contest with a 1-1-1 record in the conference, having dropped its opener at Minnesota. The Badgers won a thrilling 14-11 double-overtime game over Iowa last season. Fry has identified Wisconsin's two-headed running attack as the key to the Badgers' success. Fry said, "It's going to take a great deal of watching for us to try to stop it."

Iowa State has dropped its opener 13-10 in overtime against Minnesota, will try to snap its string of losses at Wisconsin and then head back to the Rose Bowl to meet USC in Los Angeles on November 23. Wyoming quarterback Matt Harris, who was the biggest gain for the Cowboys, and Iowa State's quarterback Joe Theba, is expected to make his first start today. Fry said, "The two quarterbacks are both very good and we're not going to take either lightly."

The game is expected to draw a large crowd as both teams are looking to improve their conference records. The Iowa State victory over the Cowboys was the Cyclones' first win over a top 10 team in several years. Iowa State will be hoping to continue their winning streak and move closer to the top of the conference standings. The Badgers, on the other hand, are looking to bounce back from their disappointing loss to Minnesota and get back on track in the conference race.

Iowa State will take on the Badgers at 7:30 p.m. today at the Memorial Stadium in Iowa City. The game is expected to be a close contest as both teams are evenly matched in terms of talent and experience. The Cyclones will be looking to continue their winning streak and move closer to the top of the conference standings. The Badgers, on the other hand, are looking to bounce back from their disappointing loss to Minnesota and get back on track in the conference race.
Costly Injuries Have Killed Illinois’ Rebuilding Hopes

By JAY KNIGHT

Exhausted against UCLA and potentially denuanced against Texas, Illinois’ football team will have a steep road to recovery. Coach Bill Yeoman, who has been battling injuries for the past two seasons, has seen his team’s performance slip as injuries have mounted throughout the season. Yeoman has had to rely on his reserves, who have been playing with a full complement of players for the first time in years.

"We’ve had a lot of injuries," said Yeoman, "but I think we’re starting to get some of our players back now."

In the opener, the Illinois defense was dethroned by Minnesota, losing 14-3 to 13. Illinois has allowed 31 points in five games, and the defense has yet to score in any game this season.

Jim VALEK

Vestavia High

Choose a look. Norelco will help you keep it.

Choose any look. Shape it any way you please. Norelco will help you keep it that way. Every morning. Every afternoon. Norelco will help you keep your look smooth and clean. And it will help you keep your look all day long.

Start with the basics. A great knife needs a great handle. But Norelco has more to offer. It has a soft, comfortable grip that lets you keep your look steady for hours on end. And it has a sharp, stainless-steel blade that is sure to keep your look looking great.

Now, add to that a great look. Norelco has something for everyone. It has a full range of models, from the classic Norelco 850 to the sleek, modern Norelco 450CT. Each model offers its own unique features, so you can choose the one that’s right for you.

Pick the one that suits your needs. If you want a simple, no-nonsense look, the Norelco 850 is the way to go. It has a single blade and a simple design, making it easy to use and easy to clean.

If you want something a little more advanced, the Norelco 450CT is the way to go. It has a triple-blade system that gives you a closeshave every time. And it has a built-in trimmer that lets you get into tight corners and along your sideburns.

With Norelco, you’ll never have to worry about having a bad haircut again. And with a Norelco, you’ll never have to worry about having a bad shave again.

Choose a look. Shave a look. Norelco will help you keep it for days, weeks, months, or years. And with Norelco, you’ll never have to worry about having a bad haircut again.
ASTRO
"A LYRICAL TRAGIC SONG OF THE ROAD"
"GO THINK ABOUT
IT. SQUIRM!"
"TRUMPISH
SHOCKING AND
STUNNING!"

the MILL restaurant
Open 4-11 p.m. for Luncheon.
Pizza, Ravioli, Submarine Sandwiches, etc.
And by 9 to 9:30 p.m., the
ENTERTAINMENT Stoms in the TAP ROOM
THISEVENWEEKWE FUTURE
CEILA WHEATON ... FRIDAY NITE
DAVID GROSS ... SATURDAY NITE
NEXT MONDAY NITE ... JORGE NEWBERRY
NEXT TUESDAY NITE ... CHERY WILLIAMS
HERE BY THE FIGHTING
STOOL and ALE
314 E. Yestevus

IOWA
Iowa Advance tickets now on sale. NO RESERVED SEATS. CAPACITY ONLY.
SUND: Reservations at 2:30 and 4:30.
NOW: SUNDAY.
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER!

Engler
NOW ... AND WEDNESDAY!
THOSE WERE THE DAYS, MY FRIEND... WHEN "THE COMIC" was Hollywood's king!

"THE COMIC"
G. VAN DYKE - MICHELE LEE - MICKY ROONEY
Run time: 74 minutes. Released: May 20, 1939. 

CINEMA 16 and WEEKEND MOVIES
PRESENT
BRANDY IN THE WILDERNESS
by Walter Karp, maker of the underwater classic "Seagull"
GRAND PREISE... JIN ARBIL PLAYS FESTIVAL... NS
Thursday, 7:30 p.m. Friday, 7:30 p.m. ELMWOOD ROOM
Sat. & Sun. "THE END OF AUGUST AT THE HOTEL GODAY"

THE PRINCE and THE PAUPERS

Student Senate Concerning

SHAKEY'S
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 21st FROM 8:30 to 1:30
JOIN THE FUN ... COME AS YOU ARE ... ENJOY
SHAKEY'S Delicious Pizza, Submarines, and Beer

351 Hwy 1 West
Just West of Wordyburn
351-3885

Iowa Town Is
Vacation Host
OFU! Students!

Workers Nix
Membership
In Club Guild

Highland Lakes
The University of Iowa "Iowa City, Iowa"
4th Floor, Room 325

The Annals of the Iowa Democratic Executive Board are presented to
in the interest of the Iowa Users, if so

The Iowa Annals of the Iowa Democratic Executive Board are presented to
in the interest of the Iowa Users, if so

Why everything was good at Dhupe!!
Itself with World Problems

The Senate also passed a liquor winel applying

worldwide. The right to free speech in the University

of Wyoming was also decided.

A number of liquor ordinances were distin-

guished by the students at the University of

Wyoming. Monday said that he had

changed his mind about the liquor ordi-
nances. Those who were in favor of the

ordinances said that they were necessary to

prevent the sale of liquor on campus.

College students are now allowed to drink on

campus, but they must be over 21 years of age.

Monday said that he had changed his

mind about the liquor ordinances.

The Senate voted to go into session

on Tuesday. The bill then passed to the

House, and was signed into law.

Then said it had good reason for voting

for the bill. He explained that the bill was

needed for social reasons.

Students will arrive by the thousands

to the University of Wyoming for the

fall semester. The University is

expected to have a record number of

students.

The University has voted to increase the

tuition for the coming year. The increase

will be about $50 per student.

The University has also voted to increase

the budget for the coming year. The

increase will be about $100,000.
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Concert Keeps Promise

The University Symphony Orchestra presented a concert of back, Walter, Windsors and Boulder Strings Wednesday evening. The program kept on the promise it made in the first concert of the season.
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Few Flu Cases Yet: UI Health Director

By DAVID COLDOSSIAN

Although the cold and flu season is in full swing, many people continue to put aside their concern about getting the flu. Dr. James J. Hailer, head of the UI Health Department, believes that the flu is a real threat.

"Although we are not seeing a large number of cases, we are seeing enough to be concerned," Hailer said. "The flu is a serious illness and we should all be taking steps to prevent it." Hailer suggested that people wash their hands frequently, avoid close contact with people who have the flu, and get vaccinated.

Hailer also noted that the flu can be particularly dangerous for children, the elderly, and people with chronic health conditions. He urged these groups to take extra precautions.

The Adventative Society has reported that the flu is spreading in the area. They recommend that people stay home if they have flu-like symptoms and seek medical attention if their symptoms worsen.

Arab Attack Shatters Lebanese Peace Pact

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - The Arab League is expected to suspend its efforts to mediate the Israeli-Lebanese conflict after a series of attacks by the Palestinian Republican Movement on the Israeli-occupied southern Lebanon.

The attacks, which began on Monday, have left several people dead and wounded. The Israeli military has responded with air strikes on Palestinian targets in the area.

The Arab League had been working to broker a peace agreement between Israel and Lebanon, but the attacks have set back the negotiations.

Arab leaders have called for immediate action against the Palestinian Republicans, who are believed to be behind the attacks. They have also warned that the attacks could lead to a wider conflict in the region.

Mazevsky, Calls For Immunization Against Measles

A prominent immunologist, Dr. Henry Mazevsky, has called for a nationwide immunization program against measles.

"Measles is a deadly disease that is preventable with a simple vaccine," Mazevsky said. "We need to do more to protect our children and our community from this preventable illness." Mazevsky has been a vocal advocate for immunization and has been involved in many efforts to combat preventable diseases.

In recent weeks, there have been several outbreaks of measles in the United States. Mazevsky believes that the outbreaks could have been prevented with better immunization efforts.

Solon Infant Drowns in Bath; Mom Charged with Murder

A 10-month-old infant died Thursday morning after being left alone in a bathtub.

The infant,Filters, was found unresponsive in the tub when her mother returned home from work. She was rushed to the hospital, where she was pronounced dead.

The infant's mother, 27-year-old Samantha White, was arrested on a charge of murder.

"This is a tragic and senseless loss," said Dr. Samuel Johnson, chief medical examiner. "Our thoughts and prayers are with the family at this difficult time." Johnson has been working to prevent such tragedies by promoting better child safety measures. He has been a strong advocate for the use of baby proofing devices and has launched a new campaign to educate parents about the risks of leaving infants unattended in bathtubs.

Pentagon Announces Big January Draft Cut

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon has announced a significant reduction in the size of the U.S. Army, with the number of troops being cut by more than 400,000 over the next five years.

"We are facing a new challenge in the world," said Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. "We need to be able to respond to new threats and to maintain our capabilities." Rumsfeld has been working to reduce the size of the military in order to better respond to the changing global environment.

The reductions will be achieved through a combination of early retirements, voluntary separations, and reductions in force. The Pentagon has estimated that the cuts will save more than $20 billion over the next five years.

The announcement comes just weeks after the release of the defense budget for fiscal year 2003. The budget includes a reduction of $20 billion, which will be used to support the war in Iraq and to fund other military operations.

The reductions come as the military faces a number of challenges, including the war in Iraq, the war in Afghanistan, and the need to maintain a large force in Europe.

Saline Softens Ban On Cyclamene Use

WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has announced that it will no longer ban the use of cyclamene in food and beverages.

"We have determined that cyclamene is safe for use in food and beverages," said Dr. David Kessler, commissioner of the FDA. "We have reviewed the available data and we are confident that cyclamene does not pose a risk to consumers." Kessler has been working to relax the ban on cyclamene, which was imposed in 1997.

The ban was imposed in 1997 after studies showed that cyclamene could cause cancer in laboratory animals. The FDA has since reviewed the available data and has determined that cyclamene is not a cancer risk to humans.

The announcement comes just weeks after a similar decision was made by the European Union, which has allowed the use of cyclamene in food and beverages.
Here is your opportunity to look you best for Christmas!

REDUCE - RENT A Slimliner PHONE 338-9711
AERO RENTAL READEABLE RATES DELIVERY 810 MAIDEN LANE

Sweetheart Roses SPECIAL 50¢ Cash and Carry
(50¢ more for delivery)

Stick In The Mud Florist 1224 E. Washington

This is the "something good" you’ve been looking for.

FOR THE FINEST IN HAIR SHAPING WE ARE

Introducing MR. GREG HUFF The Newest Member Of Our Staff

JOINING

Cheryl Belger 21 S. Dubuque
Charlene Shindelar Sheela Des-Manage
Pam Anderson

Campus Flair Hair Fashions

21 S. Dubuque
Cedar City, Iowa
PHONE 316-2547
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Printers pick up the Jeff Davis hotel downtown in downtown Main-

day, All, Where: Viva President Sp. T. Agnew addressed the Directors of each of the ten national women’s branch of the United Nations to present the call and his "women’s branch of the United Nations"

Protesting Agnew’s Visit

British, Asian Ambassador To Speak for Model U.N.

Two ambassadors, Va- 

This year the program is for some thing ·as specific as "life after death." 

The model National United Nations, which is to simulate the United Nations, will be held Friday at 3:30 p.m.

To Speak

For Model U.N.

The idea is that the delegates will put this year’s meeting on the United Nations agenda and then act as if the United Nations had already made it official.
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An expert on dying, a Chicago psychiatrist, says that the majority of people who are dying in hospitals are being treated medically as if they are fully recoverable.

Dr. Kublen, who said he is a major part of the United States psychologically ag.
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